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16.. _"oc. 
SVareflex wildl!!e warning rellectors were installed. on ill four-lIIile 
section ot road near Denver. TWo haif-llile test sections were alter-
nately covered and uncovered t or II. three- month period to see it .n, 
s ignificant change in deer-Vehicle accidents cou ld be detected . 
NO accidents occured in the test sections during the evaluation period. 
The cover/uncover evaluation =ethod proved too costly tor the limited 
budget " thio study. Photometric measurements ot the reflectors have 
belln made using Vehicle headlights as the light acur ca . 

1..,1_<0';"" 
The use ot wildlife warning reflectors should be discontinued until lIIora 
evidence is available on their ettectiveness- -es pacially on mule d •• r. 
A regional pooled- fund study should be started to investigate the effect 
of the reflecto rs on lIIu1e deer. This needs to be a large- scale eftort t o 
obtain resultlil 1n a short period of time and to enaure validity. 
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nrrltODUCT:ION 

Deer-vehicle accidents result in a significant loss to Colcrado 
motorists in terms of personal injuries and property darn~ge, as 
well as the 1011& to the wUdlife resource. Conservativil 
estiaates of the average COllt of vehicle daaage as a result of a 
deer- vehicle collision begin at $500 per incident. Although 
human injuries do not occur in every accident, the cost of 
injuries increases the estil:l.ated cost to $730 per accident [lJ. 
:In addition , the civil value of a deer is currently $500 in 
Colorado . :It seems conservative to say that the average cost of 
a deer-vehicle accident is at least $1000. The colorado Division 
of Wildlife I s estimate for deer killed by veh-ic1es was 5300 in 
1986. This includes reported and estimated unreported kills . 
Clearly, these types of accidents cost tIOtorists millions of 
dollars per year in Colorado alone. 

Standard methods for controlling the number of deer-vehicle 
collisions include high-intensity lighting, the construct.1o:l of 
deer fences, and l.lnderpaaae. a t migration .paths. Deer fence 
costs approximately $80,000 per mile (both sides) and cont i nuous 
lighting costs between $56,000 and $154,000 per mile (two si~es) 
depending on Whether the installation is in an urban, plains, or 
mountain area [2 ] . All methods introduce substantial fut.ure 
maintenance coats as well. In many areas, deer fence may not be 
practical because of terrain and inter secting roads. 

In several other countries and other atates in the U. S., tests of 
deer reflectors have shown reductions in nighttillle daar- vehicle 
accidents with white-tail daar [3]. Other tests have sho ... n 
inconclusive or nag-ative results [ 4 ,5]. The aftectiveness of 
dear reflectore is still unknown - especially with respect to 
mule deer. Retlectors cost approximate ly $8,000 per 11111e for a 
four-lane, divided highway [2] . 

BACkQltOOND 

The objective ot this research study was to prove, using a 
statistically valid experiment design, that the use of Swarerlex 
wildlife warning reflectors influances nightt ime deer-vehicle 
accidents. 

Thera are several probll!llls to overcollle in order to evall.late thase 
devices: the effects ot dear migration (seasonal and longer 
term). daer popUlation fluctuations, weather influences, and 
human i_pact (e .g. loss of habitat due to construction, increased 
trattic, etc . ) to arrive at some .,eas 1,lre ot the raflector's 
eftectiveness. 

Several other researchers have used a cover/uncover schema to 
eva11,1ate deer reflecto r s. The idea is that if the reflectors 
are effective, there ... ould be a difference in the dear-vehicle 
accident rates during the t ime that the retlectora were covered 
compared to the time the reflectors ware uncovered. 
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METHODS 

A project on State Highway (SH) 121 near Chatfi eld reaervoir 
installed 1175 Swareflex wild l ife warning reflectors in August of 
1988. The retlectors in two, one-half .ile test secti ons vere 
alternately covered and uncovered (tvo weeks each time) over a 
three-month period during the tall of 1988. However, there were 
no deer-vehicle accidents in the test areas durinq thia period 
and it became apparent that covering/uncovering manipulationa of 
the reflectors waa cost prohibitive for the scope of the current 
study. Not only would a much l arger test section need to be 
included, but the evaluation vould have to run for perhaps 5 
years to gather the 100 deer-vehicle accidents necaasary for a 
statistically valid conclusion. 

Attention then turned to the optical properties of the devices. 
Nighttime observations have ahown that the reflectors are only 
visible at short distances from the roadway and only at c'"rtllin 
angles. Luminance I:!easurements, of the re-flectors, have been 
compared with the illuminance from Vehicle headlights for several 
different qeometries (vehicle in d r ivinq and passing lanea at 
various distances t'rOlll the reflectors). This information was 
used to estimate the visibility of the reflectors and their 
possible effect on mule deer. 

On Wednesday, January 10th, 1991, fi.ld measure~ents were made on 
the swaretlex wildlife warning reflectors installed on SH 121. 
The purpose ot the trip was to tind some quantitative measure of 
the optical qualities of the reflectors (as installed on a road) 
using vehiCle headlights for illumination. On several previous 
occasions, researchers had observed the installed refleetors from 
the roadside and noticed that the reflectors were not very 
visible. The high visibility of the retlectprs is required for 
the functioninq of the devices. Accordinq to Swaretlex product. 
literature, "Eaeh reflector flashes up tor only a short tillle 
period by action of the headlights of a passing vehiele. 
Immediately afterwards, the optieal fence collapse. and the 
animal crosses the road as usual." [15 1 

Several parameters were assumed to influence the effectiveness 
of the reflectors. The amount of light that reaches the 
reflector is eonstantly chanqing due to the changing geometry and 
distance between the approaching vehiCle and the reflector. AS a 
result, the lane position of the vehicle, the distance between 
the reflectors and the vehicle, as well as the use of low or high 
beams, was investiqated. The "briqhtness" of the retlector, as 
viewed frQ1:l the side of the road, and the quantity of light 
available at the front face of the reflector were compared. 

Illurdnance in a vertical plane at the reflector was measured 
using a United Detector Technology Hode l 151 Optol:leter with 
standard detector, photometric filter, and cosine ditfusor . The 
det.ector was taped to the post and oriented towards the oncoming 
traffic parallel to the roadway axis. 
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Luminance of the reflector was measured with a Photo Research 
Model US 1 " spot meter using the buil t-in photopic filter . The 
reflector was mounted at the standard mounting height (24 in. to 
the bottom of the reflector) and was of the type designed for use 
in areas with flat shoulders. The reflector was located 13 . 5 
feet from the outside shoulder strip41 of the southbound lanes. 
LWIIinance measurements were taken at the sallie elevation as the 
vertical midpoint of the reflector and at an angle of 
approximately 85" t o the roadway axis . The configuration of the 
test apparatus is shown in Figure 1. in Appendix A. 

The procedure used was as f ollows: after cleaning both the 
re fl ector and the vehicle headlighte, the vehicle (AMe Eagle) was 
s topped at known distances froll'l the reflector in the driving lane 
and on the shoulder. At each stop, values for i l lumination and 
luminance were recorded. This procedure was used to acquire five 
data sets - two with the vehicle in the driving lane with low 
beams, two with the vehicle in the driving lane with high beams, 
and one with the vehicle on the shoulder with l ow bea_s. The 
data are plotted in Figures 2 through 4 in Appendix A. The 
highest luminance measured was 0.11 Footlamberts during testing 
with t he vehicle in the driving lane using the high beams of the 
headlights. The visual contrast (e) can be calculated from the 
fOnD.ula: 

c - Pl 

where ~ is the luminance of the background area and Lt is the 
luminance of the task area. 

Since many of the deer-vehicle a ccidents have occurred at either 
dusk or dawn, luminance measurements of a standard 18' Kodak grey 
were taken one hour after sunset. The contrast of the r eflectors 
against the grey card background was calCUlated (the 18' grey 
card is often used to sitlUlate an " average" tonal value for 
efltablishing the prope r exposure in photography). The highest 
calCUlated contrast value was 0.9. This corresponds to the 
l owest background/ highest reflector luminances. This is the 
"best case" for the reflectors as during dawn and dusk the 
contrast would be lowered because of the h igher levels o f aDbient 
light. The contrast woul d also be lower when vehicles use the 
passing lane and/or do not use the high bea=s of t he headlights. 

Al though not llIuch is known about how deer eyes react to various 
levels of light and contrast, the visual response of the human 
eye can serve as a reference. 
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Detection ot an object (in order ot importance) is a function of 
the luminance of the object, the contrast of the object against 
its background, the size ot the object, the time observed, and 
the color ot the object. 

The measured l~inance ot the ret lector is below the 
threshold ot 8.5 Footl aaberts required tor accurate 
detection ot an object for hUMans . It seems likely that 
deer eyes are much ~ore .ensitive to low levels ot light . 

For the value of contrast given above, the human eye 
would not have ditticulty determining the presence ot 
the rstlectors based on contrast. 

The small size ot the refl.ctor reduces the visual 
impaot ot the retlector because i t occupies only a 
small part of the visual tield. 

Th. amount of time which the reflector " lights upn is 
5-6 .econdlJ tor vehicle speeds of 50-60 mph. 

It is not known what etfect the red lens ot the 
refl.ctor has on deer. Anecdotal reports trom deer 
hunters state that red lenlJes on flashlights allo ... · 
hunt.rs to see in darkness without disturbing deer. 
Another manufacturer of wildlite retlectors (Robert 
Bosch Corporation) uses clear prisms . 

the combination ot vehicle lights moving at speed 
and the vehiCle noise (tires, engine, wind) provide 
distractions which would reduce the etfect ot the 
reflectors. 
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FINDINGS 

It seems questionable that the wildlife waJ:'ning reflectors work 
as claimed, given the many stimuli present When a vahicle travels 
down a highway at high speed, the emaIL area of the via ual field 
that they occupy, and the low lavels of light reflec ted by them. 
However, since very little information exists on the visua l 
response of deer to different levels and colors of light, their 
effectiveness cannot be predictad on II photometric basis. 

The cover/uncover method proved to be too time consuming for the 
available funds on this stUdy. There are also pctential 
inaccuracies if dawn and dusk patrols are not made every day 
during the evaluation period (deer accidents which occurred 
during daylight hours may be counted in the statistics). In 
addition, accident- wounded deer may travel from tha right ot way 
and not be included in the statistics. 

The before/after method of evaluation has been used in the ;last 
but has too many uncontrolled vf.rif.bles. One study hf.a shown 
thf.t temporary reductions in deer-vehicle accidents may be 
possible using wildlife reflectors, but that animals will tend to 
adapt to the reflectors reducing their effectivenaas [ 8] . 

Other methods of reducing deer-vehic le accidents which may hava 
potential include, 

scent repellents applied at seasonal crossing araas 

rrOVidinq deer underpasses at permanent crossing araas 
width x height I should not be lass than 1.5 (in =atars) 

length 

watering and feeding stations away from the road have been 
used in Utah to reduce the number of deer crossings . .. 
however, these have been expensive and c r eate a 
dependency on humans . 
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Measurements on Swareflex Reflectors 
Lowbeams in Driving Lane 
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Measurements on Swareflex Reflectors 
Highbeams in Driving Lane 
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Measurements on Swareflex Reflectors 
Lowbeams on Shoulder 
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